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Background 
 

About the SwitchMed Connect Gatherings 

The SCP/RAC manages the Networking Facility of the SwitchMed Programme. The Facility 

also organises annual gatherings of Mediterranean stakeholders to build synergies, exchange 

knowledge, and scale up eco and social innovations, namely the SwitchMed Connect. At these 

regional events, both macro and micro level organisations come together for cross-country 

exchanges, knowledge sharing and elaboration of solutions to challenges for scaling up eco 

innovative business models. SwitchMed Connect 2016 hosted 350+ stakeholders from 15 

Mediterranean countries and had 36 sessions.  

About SwitchMed Connect 2018 

The SwitchMed Connect 2018 will take place on the 13-15 November 2018 at the Sant Pau.Art 

Nouveau Site.  

 

2018 marks the end of the first phase of the SwitchMed programme. This edition will put an 

emphasis on sharing the impact, success stories and lessons learned, as well as at creating as 

many connections as possible between key players. SwitchMed Connect 2018 will also be the 

occasion to discuss about what comes next after this first phase. Among the topics to be 

discussed we can find circular economy in the Mediterranean, eco-innovation, access to green 

finance, etc. The countries present usually include the 8 SwitchMed beneficiaries: Algeria, 

Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan and Israel. However this year we might 

want to extend the scope to regions such as the Balkans, Asia or Sub-saharian Africa. 

 

Objectives: 

1. To facilitate connections and exchange among the beneficiaries 

2. To demonstrate the impact of the Programme 

3. To give visibility to the beneficiaries of the Programme  

4. To verify and announce the scaling up strategies  

 

Target Group: 

- SwitchMed Programme: Beneficiaries, Local Teams, Focal Points 

- EU: Delegations, Directorate Generals 

- Investors and financial institutions 

- Key national and regional stakeholders 

- Potential partners for scaling up the Programme activities 

- General public  

- Digital and print media 

Central location and maximum size: 

Sant Pau and at one point in time maximum capacity is 400 (each aula taking 200 

participants).  

 

 

 

http://www.switchmed.eu/en/corners/start-up
http://switchmedconnect.com/en/
http://www.switchmed.eu/en/switchmed-connect/switchmed-connect-2016
http://www.switchmed.eu/en/switchmed-connect/switchmed-connect-2016
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The Exhibition at San Pau  

Sant Pau opens its doors to an exhibit of alternative stories from the Mediterranean based on 

what has been created in the Programme and what the Future may hold (social and economic 

stability, green, blue and inclusive growth) if we scale them up. 

With the exhibition we want to showcase all the impact we have created using the materials we 

have collated. We are interested in joining forces with other organisations who would be 

interested in supporting our work.  

The exhibit has an innovative and interactive format (displays of products and initiatives, movie 

corner,etc). It is set up in one of the pavilions and the conference venue. It stays open to the 

public for 15 days to a month, the launch being the first day of the event. There is the 

possibility to organize activities around it.  

The objectives of the exhibition are, on one hand, to communicate the on-the-ground impact of 

the programme and to give visibility to our South Mediterranean partners and beneficiaries, 

and on the other hand, to raise awareness about Sustainable Production and Consumption 

patterns among general public. 

 

Further information about SwitchMed Connect:  

- Collaboration with the SMART CITY EXPO 

In order to serve the first two objectives of the SwitchMed Connect 2018, collaboration with the 

SMART CITY EXPO might be organised. This event is scheduled to take place on 13-15 

November. The SwitchMed Connect can be inaugurated at the start of the week starting on 12 

November, continue with modular sessions specific to the demo components and mid of the 

week merge with the Smart City Expo World Congress. The collaboration, which is under 

assessment by the regional partners and in negotiation with the organisers, might entail free 

access to the venue, keynote slot and creation of several Circular Economy sessions, a booth 

and pitches at the Agora. 

- Impact Communication Work  

For communicating the outputs, outcomes and results/impact of the Programme, impact 

communications materials (videos, portraits, fact sheets) are being prepared. The SwitchMed 

Connect 2018 and Exhibition is one of the main channels of dissemination of these materials. 

- Agenda Elements: 

The event days will be 13, 14 and 15 November 2018. It should be noted that the set up of the 

venue should start at least a day before. 

The Exhibition will be launched on the first day of the event and run in parallel.  

Day 1 – 13 

November 

SwitchMed: A look back, a look ahead  

(by invitation only, SwitchMed closed-door event) 

AM - Informal opening and welcoming coffee  

- Parallel tracks: A review of the SwitchMed Programmme activities                                                         
(Parallel working sessions for each SwitchMed component: Industry, 
Policy, Entrepreneurs and CSO)      

- Plenary: Interview with SwitchMed partners: sharing experiences and 
impact                                                                          (SwitchMed 
partners/components share insights from the morning sessions and give 

http://www.smartcityexpo.com/
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an overview of progress in each country, Q&A) 

PM • Parallel tracks: The way ahead                                                                                                                              
(In parallel sessions, sharing way ahead for the MED TEST II and Green 
Entrepreneurship Demo Components. Peer to peer and cross country 
exchange sessions that can simulate a dialogue. Results of these 
sessions could be presented to a larger audience on Day 2) 

 Official Launch of SwitchMed Connect 2018: A glimpse to the future 
of the Mediterranean (public event) 

Evening • Welcoming notes: 4-5 high level notes in a panel format moderated by a 
journalist 

• Stories of change: A media show to share the impact stories of the 
Programme’s beneficiaries (similar to Spark Shows) 

• Launch of the SwitchMed Exhibition: An exhibit of alternative stories from 
the Mediterranean based on what has been created in the Programme 
and what the Future may hold (social and economic stability, green, blue 
and inclusive growth) if we scale them up. 

• Press conference  
• Evening cocktail around the Exhibition  

Day 2 – 14 

November 

Exchange and connect 

AM • High-level welcoming note  
• Plenary: Turning on the Switch (Panel discussion about the 

transformative opportunity that the Circular Economy offers)  
• Marketplace I: Circular Economy solutions from the Mediterranean 

(Pitches by Med test II SMEs and Switchers around the central 
networking area)  

PM • Parallel tracks I (sharing best practices & fostering B2B links)                                                                                                          
Eco-innovation and Ressource Efficiency in the Food and 
Agriculture Sectors 

• Eco-innovations in Sustainable Waste Management 
• Eco-innovations in Construction and Sustainable Tourism 

(optional / 

in 

parallel)   

 

Circular Economy sessions and activities @ SmartCityExpo 

• Co-creation/contribution of SwitchMed to the Circular Economy sessions: 
• For ex: Towards a Circular Economy: Catalysing Action”; “Building 

Efficient Circular Urban Systems”; “Circularity in the City: Opportunities 
and Challenges” 

• Further activities   

Day 3 – 15 

November 

Create and replicate 

AM • Keynote address  
• Plenary: Collective action for a Circular Economy (This session 

addresses how businesses and governments can combine their efforts in 
making the circular economy a reality)  

• Marketplace II: Circular Economy solutions from the Mediterranean 
(Pitches by Med test II SMEs and Switchers around the central 
networking area)  

PM 1. Parallel tracks II (co-create and replicate)                                                                                                                 
2. Scaling up RECP  
3. Access to Finance Dialogue – the Switchers Fund case 
4. Scaling up NAP – Policy Pilots 
5. Closure and Party. An overview of the week can be done. Celebration of 

what has been achieved collectively and emphasis on the need to 
replicate and continue with full energy.  
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Tasks 
 

Objectives of the mission:  

- Design and organise the Exhibition at Sant Pau 

- Support Switch Med team on the general communication, media relations and 

partneships strategy  

- Support Switch Med team with the SwitchMed Connect event management  

 

 

The tasks include: 

 

1. Design and organise the exhibition : 

a. Exhibition concept. 

  It is expected from the team of consultants to prepare one concept  

 Plan a brainstorming meeting with the Switch Med Team at the start of 

the process to collect all expectations and ideas  

 A first draft of the concept would be expected for the 16th march 

b. Curation for the exhibition  

 Definition of content and the technical and human requirements for the 

implementation of the exhibition 

 Identification of suppliers, artists for the exhibition  

c. Set-up and implementation: 

 The consultants will be responsible for coordinating the suppliers and 

artists, setting up the Exhibition and making sure everything is in place 

for a successful launch and a continued opening during the required 

period.  

 

 

2. Communication 

a. Support and advisory services on the communication strategy for the SwitchMed 

Connect event and the exhibition 

 Advisory on the overall communication strategy that will be developed 

by SwitchMed 

 Facilitation of contacts (invitation of high level city representative, and 

others)  

 Identification of communication channels and support in the 

dissemination of promotion materials especially in Barcelona/Spain 

b. Support the research of sponsors and potential partnerships 

 facilitate contacts and negotiations with local sponsors (corporates, 

Barcelona city etc.).  

 Communication materials for the research of sponsor will be 

provided by SwitchMed 

c. Media and press relations: 

 Support with the dissemination of press releases 

 Facilitation of contact for the publication of one article in Spain  

 Support the organisation of the press conference (incl. invitation of 

high level city representative and journalists). It is expected from the 

team of consultants to take the lead on the invitation of journalists incl. 

follow-up. to ensure a good media coverage of the event  
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3. Event management support tasks 

a. Support in the preparation of the event and during the implementation, as event 

manager. This includes:   

 Advisory on the set-up of the event  

 Participation to the different briefings for the preparation of the event  

 Be responsible for the event management during the 3 days of the 

event. (Coordinate the set up of the registration, meeting rooms, 

media corner  and networking areas, oversee the catering etc.) 

 

 

 

The communication agency will always seek SCP/RAC approval before printing any material. 

The agency will ensure sustainability and gender equality mainstreaming whenever possible 

throughout the event management period. 

The Team 
The agency will report to the Lead Curator and to the SwitchMed Networking Facility project 

manager. They will be assisted by the Networking Facility communications team 

(communications officer, social media manager, social media assistant). 

If Travel management is required, it will be done by the travel agent of the SCP/RAC.  

Timeline  
 

The consultancy will start beginning of March 2018 and run for 9 consecutive months. 

Profile and Competences of the Consultancy 
 

The experts or organizations submitting the proposals must be legal entities or private person 

with the legal personality and authorization to have the rights and obligations of all kinds in 

their own names. 

 

The criteria required for the organizations submitting proposals are as follows: 

 At least ten years of professional experience in the field of communication and event 

organization;  

 Previous experience with international development projects and ideally with a 

Mediterranean focus  

 Knowledge of the sustainability sector and actors in Barcelona, Spain and Mediterranean 

region  

 Excellent command of English and Spanish; 

 Knowledge and ideally experience on sustainable event management. 

Budget 
The available budget for this consultation is up to 18 000 Euros. Invoice will be submitted 

according to the implemented activities . 
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Regarding the production of the exhibition, the organisation will suggest a separate budget in 

accordance to the ToRs listed above. Material costs (printings, equipment etc) will be 

calculated separately to this offer. However the team of consultants needs to consider the 

following: an estimated budget of 12-15 000 Euros has been allocated for the production of the 

Exhibition (incl. graphic design, printing, renting of equipment). Depending on the concept 

chosen for the exhibition, this amount might be revised and additional sponsorships will be 

researched.     

 

Submission of the Proposals 
 

The technical proposal submitted by the applicant organization must stipulate to what extent it 

meets the requirements and needs of the activities outlined in the Terms of Reference.  

 

To submit a proposal, the potential expert/organization must send the following documents by 

e-mail: 

 

1) The technical proposal and proposed budget including financial number identification, 

VAT number, Registration Number or any ID number in case of private person. 

2) Attached information related to previous capacity in event organisation, especially in 

the context of sustainable manufacturing and green entrepreneurship and proof of 

language skills. 

3) CV of the person(s) designated as responsible for the design and submission. 

 

The indication in the proposal of the Identification number, VAT number, fiscal or 

registration number is compulsory to participate to the call.  

 

The proposal should include the following confidentiality clause. 

 

The information to which the contractor obtains access for the development of the purpose of 

this Contract, provided that it is not classified as public, shall be of a confidential nature and 

may not be used for activities other than those included in this Contract. In the event that a 

particular use of the information raises doubts with regard to respect for this Confidentiality 

Clause, the successful bidder must, in any case, request the consent of the SCP/RAC.   

 

The proposal form and the rest of the required documentation must be sent no later than 7
th

 

March 2018 to the following electronic address: 

 

aalonso@scprac.org  

If you have any queries, please contact us at the e-mail address above or phone +34 93 553 

87 82. 

 

 

 

 

mailto:aalonso@scprac.org
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Annex: SwitchMed Connect Past Events Information 

SwitchMed Connect 2016 website 

http://switchmedconnect.com/en/  

SwitchMed Connect 2016 summaries 

http://www.switchmed.eu/en/switchmed-connect/switchmed-connect-2016 

SwitchMed Connect 2016 video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcRBqdNJDvw  

SwitchMed Connect 2016 Feedback Summary is available on request. 

 

SwitchMed Connect 2015 website 

http://2015.switchmedconnect.com/en/landing  

SwitchMed Connect 2015 summaries 

http://www.switchmed.eu/en/switchmed-connect/switchmed-connect-2015  

SwitchMed Connect 2015 video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=6lutjhE6Cjw  

 

 

  

http://switchmedconnect.com/en/
http://www.switchmed.eu/en/switchmed-connect/switchmed-connect-2016
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcRBqdNJDvw
http://2015.switchmedconnect.com/en/landing
http://www.switchmed.eu/en/switchmed-connect/switchmed-connect-2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=18&v=6lutjhE6Cjw

